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ECA/FAO - ERDEA : TANZANIA STUDY

RURAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES IN TANZANIA, 1978-1988'

1. BACKGROUND

1.T. IntrtKiuetiosi "*

Mainland Tanzania with an area of 945,100 km2 had a population of 22.5 million in 1988 which grew at 2.8
per cent a year over the preceding decade. Population density varied from 2 to 400 persons/km2 with the most
densely populated regions being the mountain areas. The dry central plateau was sparsely populated but had the

highest livestock population concentration. The rural population made up over 85 per cent of the population living

in 8,255 designated villages.

The United Republic of Tanzania was formed in 1964 by the union of Tanganyika and Zanzibar. In February

1967, the party and the government adopted the Arusha Declaration with a development strategy based on a

policy of socialism and self-reliance. It reiterated the leading role of agriculture and adopted a basic needs

approach to rural development. Between 1978 and 1988, agriculture contributed an average of 49.2 per cent to

GDP and over 80 per cent of foreign exchange earnings.

The smallest geographical and administrative unit was a ward normally made up of 3 to 5 villages. Wards

were administered through divisions, and divisions through districts with 3-5 districts making up an administrative

region. Although the official capital was Dodoma, the administrative hub was Dar-es-Salaam.

Tanzania had three major climatic zones with climate, soil and vegetation being influenced by altitude. The

coastal strip was humid-tropical with temperatures averaging 26.7-29.4 C and annual rainfall up to 1,900 mm. The

central plateau, between 900 and 1,200 m, covered much of the country. It was hot and dry with annual rainfall from

500 to 700 mm. The cool and fertile highlands received up to 2,000 mm annual precipitation.

The country had over 40 million hectares of potentially cultivable land of which only 6.2 million hectares was

presently being used for crop production. Of the more than one million hectares of potentially irrigable land, only

145,000 had been developed. The country's cash crops included coffee, sisal, cotton, cashew nuts, tobacco, tea,

sugar cane and pyrethrum. Food crops included maize, rice, sorghum, millets, cassava, bananas, sweet potatoes,

irish potatoes, pulses, oilseeds, fruits and vegetables. There was also a large livestock population. However,

inefficient organization and transport were among the main factors preventing the more productive utilization of

these resources. There were also mineral resources which were used to earn foreign exchange.

1.2. The national economy.

There had been immense problems over the decade, 1978-1988. GDP had grown at 1.5 per cent while the

population grew at 2.8 per cent except for 1986-88 when GDP grew at 3.9 per cent due to favourable weather and

improved producer prices.

The trade deficit rose to over Tr.hs 4.1 billion in 1978. It continued to rise at an alarming rate in 1979 and

1980 so that the government was triggered into launching the National Economic Survival Plan in 1981 and the

Structural Adjustment Plan in 1982. These plans were not able to counter the ever-expanding trade deficit which

reached Tshs 55.9 in 1988. Early in 1986, the government with the support and agreement of the World Bank

1 Summary based on 'ERDEA Study Report on Tanzania's Rural Development Experiences, 1978-1988' prepared by Dr. Juma Ngasongwa,
Development Studies Institute, Sokoine University of Agriculture, P.O. Box 3024, Morogoro, Tanzania. March 1990.



launched the Economic Recovery Programme which aimed at increasing GDP at an average of 4.5 per cent a year

between 1986 and 1992. Exports continued to be the focus of this programme.

A number of extraneous and local factors, starting from the 1970s, had contributed to Tanzania's economic

problems. Thesa included: the oil price shocks of 1973/74 and 1979/80 which had their strongest impacts on the

agricultural sector; export inflation by the industrial countries; and the international recession which depressed the

prices of primary products in real terms. Local problems were: the ever-growing cost of debt-servicing; recurrent

drought and floods; the war with Idi Amin of Uganda; and the collapse of the East Africa Community. This last item

meant that Te.nzan»a h'*d *~ establish fa ovn national services at considerable costs.

There were «*iso d^ViOStit; causes o\ the economic crisis. These included: expansionary fiscal and monetaiy

policies which favoured imported goods and reduced export incentives; insufficient resource allocations for

agriculture which had inadequate and ineffective support services; poor organization and management of the crop

marketing system despite extensive price controls; and rapid growth of both government and parastatal

organizations. This lead to the development of "parallel" markets for hard currency and products.

Trends in agricultural production: Tanzania's agriculture was predominantly smallholder and subsistence-

oriented with two hectares as the average land holding. Apart from almost all sisal and most of the tea and wheat

production, all other crops were produced by the traditional sector. Thus, increasing agricultural productivfty

essentially meant investing in the traditional sector.

Table 1.1 gives the production of cash crops and table 1.2 the purchase of food crops between 1978 and

1988. These tables show that, except for cotton and tea, overall cash crop production declined. For food crops,

purchases increased substantially for maize, rice and beans while those for sorghum, millets and cassava

decreased. However, it was likely that production of even theso crops increased but they were traded outside the

official parastatal market system.

Table 1.1. Production of cash crops 1978-88 (tons)

Crop

Coffee

Cotton

Sisal

Cashew

Tobacco

Tea

Pyrethrum

F-eak

year

1980/81

1987/88

1963/64

1973/74

1977/78

1978/79

1967/68

1978/

79

67 000

60 500

81 000

57 068

17 087

18 300

2 900

1979/

80

48 000

58 400

86 000

41 416

17 334

18 300

2 900

1980/

81

67 000

53 800

74 000

56 558

16 675

17 300

1 600

1981/

82

56 000

44 200

61 000

44 331

16 234

16 300

2 000

1982/

83

53 000

42 900

46 000

32 966

13 635

15 500

1 440

1983/

84

50 000

51 766

38 000

48 306

11 012

17 500

1 700

1984/

85

49 000

36 200

32 000

32 532

13 315

16 798

1 600

1985/

86

53 400

56 000

32 270

25 000

12 552

17 550

1 150

1986/

87

58 737

57 446

33 170

16 548

16 466

13 &83

1 231

1987/

88

48 612

68 279

33 268

24 287

12 921

18 000

1 412

Sources: (i) Budget speeches for fiscal year 1985/86 and 1986/87, Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development,

Dar es Salaam. ■"

(ii) HaLi ya Uchumi 1985 na 1986 [Economic surveys for 1985 and 1986], Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs

and Planning, Dar es Salaam,

(iii) Economic survey of 1988, Planning Commission, President's Office, Dar es Salaam, 1989.

Table 1.2. Purchases of major food crops by the National Milling Corporation (tons)

Crop

Maize

Paddy(b)

wheat

Sorghum

Millet

Cassava(c)

Beans

Peak

year

1987/88

1987/88

1985/86

1979/80

1979/80

1978/79

1987/88

1978/

218

52

28

33

14

63

27

79

000

164

740

610

488

719

946

1979/

161

46

26

57

16

44

34

80

489

530

530

631

834

214

323

1980/

105

20

27

19

1

7

16

81

113

317

912

362

299

516

314

1981/

89

23

23

10

9

14

82

440

000

080

456

339

233

059

1982/

85

32

31

4

18

11

83

961

143

175

556

62

764

288

1983/

70

33

28

5

30

8

84

961

911

256

520

66

687

273

1984/

89

18

33

2

19

3

85

996

716

185

364

56

875

587

1985/

178

15

50

14

12

5

86

498

933

289

-

744

935

659

1986/

190

17

4

13

16

28

87

763

854

549

461

-

806

740

1987/

267

72

2

6

12

41

88

749

782

879

437

-

217

023



Source: (i) National Hilling Corporation (NMC);

(ii) Hali ya Uchunti ya Hwaka 1986 [Economic survey 1986], Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs and

Planning, Dar es Salaam;

(iii) Economic survey for 1988, Planning Commission, President's Office, Oar es Salaam, 1989.

Notes: (a) NMC is the parastatal chargec' *ith the responsibility to purchase and distribute food crops in the

country. It also imports all food grains when necessary.

(b) Includes rice based on the principle that 65 kg of rice are equivalent to 10Q kg of paddy.

(c) Includes both dried cassava aid cassava flour.

Pricing policy was one of the constrains on production. Although Iho govsi nrnent set favourable prices for

export crops, the producers did not benefit -as the greater share of the export price was kept by the marketing

parastatal. For food crops, the government restrained prices to keep them in line with costs for minimum wage

earners [in urban areas], but this removed the key incentive for the rural producers. The effect of an improved

pricing policy can be seen from the purchases of maize in table 2. The increased production from 1985/86 to

1987/88 lead to an overall drop of 30 per cent in the price to the consumer.

A national agricultural policy was published in 1983 which introduced privatization of land as one of the

incentives, but, by 1989, the response had been somewhat hesitant and enthusiasm muted.

Distribution of agricultural inputs, especially fertilizers, was problematic with late arrival and inadequate

quantities common occurrences. Most of these drfficulties could be blamed on the poor performance of the crop

authorities, inadequate transport facilities and shortage of fuel and spare parts, as well as an acute shortage of

foreign exchange to import fertilizers and insecticides.

The trends in agricultural credit can be seen in table 1.3. Overall there was an increase, although year-to-year

fluctuations had been substantial. This could be a reflection of the lack of clear policy on the use of agricultural

credit. Data on loan repayments were not available but defaulting was a common problem, as discussed in Case

Study 4.

Tablo 1.3. Trends in the loan portfolio of the Cooperative and Development Bank, 1978-88 (value in

?mill[ons/thousands Tshs)

Loans by type

of borrower

Primary coops

Villages

District dev.

corps

Parastatals

Associations

Partnerships

Individuals

1978/

79

0.6

110.8

3.4

32.4

31.7

.0.6

6.4

1979/

80

1.1

115.6

0.8

43.1

34.0

2.1

10.6

1980/

81

0.2

91.4

0.1

2.3

0.3

7.0

1981/

82

10.7

81.5

0.0

111.8

40.6

0.0

16.5

1982/

83

1.4

135.9

0.3

19.5

31.8

1.3

16.7

1983/

84

0.2

84.1

0.0

11.3

22.8

0.6

21.4

1984/

85

58.1

213.1

0.5

60.8

0.9

0.0

68.9

1985/

86

1075.3

33.8

0.0

53.0

0.0

0.0

91.8

1986/

87

1534.4

27.9

n.a.

131.4

n.a.

326.5

1987/

88

1724.2

29.5

n.a.

112.4

n.a.

337.0

Total

Loans by sector

Seasonal inputs

Crop

development

Livestock

Transport

Small-scale

industries

Godowns

Agricultural

equipment

F i sh i ng

185.9

125.8

4.6

14.5

6.5

11.3

2.2

7.3

13.5

207.3

133.2

30.4

16.6

10.0

12.0

2.8

1.5

1.4

101.3

74.0

0.1

1.1

1.2

10.8

0.4

13.0

0.6

261.1

92.3

0.7

46.6

88.3

17.0

3.9

10.9

3.6

206.9

36.1

0.7

6.6

20.7

15.0

6.0

20.3

1.6

140.4

80.4

0.2

5.4

13.7

23.5

0.3

15.2

1.6

402.2

230.4

0.6

15.5

34.3

67.3

0.9

43.6

4.6

1253.9

1042.7

22.1

24.8

76.6

3.9

0.1

60.6

5.1

2020.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2203.1

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Source: (i) Economic

(ii) Economic

surveys for the relevant years. Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs and Planning, Dar es Salaam,

survey for 1988, Planning Commission, President's Office, Dar es Salaam, 1989.



Trends in industrial production: Industrial production is crucial for successful rural development, especially

where construction is concerned. It is also essential to provide consumer goods which act as incentives in

maintaining favourable terms of trade for agriculture.

The industrial sector continued to decline each year up to 1986. Value-added production declined In real

terms by 15 per cent a year between 1978 and 1982, and 11 per cent during 1983-84. Capacity utilization for most

enterprises was only between 20 and 30 per cent. There was a slight increase in the industries' share of GDP in

1987 and 1988.

Tanzania's industries were hard hit by the chronic shortage of foreign exchange which denied them essential

spases ana iaw materials. The increase in investment during 1978-82 was due to the Basic industrial Strategy and

which brought in external finance for certain large scale projects. From 1986, the emphasis was on rehabilitation

and maintenance with increased use of existing capacity and completion of on-going project. A massive export

promotion package was also introduced. This included export retention schemes which were counter-productive

as they were conducive to abuse by individuals. Other incentives were the devaluation of the Tanzanian shilling

from Tshs 9.3 to Tshs 120 per US dollar between 1982 and 1988, price decontrol, de-confinement of some

consumer goods and simplification of the licensing procedures. Despite these measures there were chronic

shortages of consumer goods. The retail price index for minimum wage earners in Dar es Salaam using 1977 as

the base line rose from 119.8 in 1978 to 252.9 in 1982 and 787.9 in 1986. The rate of inflation spiralled from 12 per

cent in 1978/79 to 33 per cent in 1984/85. The situation in rural areas was worse than in urban centres for both

availability of consumer goods and their prices.

The transport and communication system: Tanzania's transport and communication system was generally

run down due to inadequate and poor maintenance caused by lack of or inadequate equipment, spares and fuel,

as well as poor planning and implementation. The feeder road networks were the worst off. Agricultural produce

piled-up awaiting collection and inputs did not get properly distributed. This put a heavy burden on rural

development projects.

The railway was run by the East African Community until its collapse in 1977 when the burden of this service

was taken on by the government. Despite abundant coal deposits which could have been used to power steam-

driven locomotives, a policy of dieselization was followed. The central railway line was crucial for the Kigoma region

as it was the only link to Dar es Salaam.

1.3. Social infrastructure

Education: In 1974, the date for universal primary education was brought forward from 1989 to 1977. At that

time there was a 50 per cent enrolment of all school-age children. Pupil enrolment in primary schools rose from

1,874,000 in 1976 to 3,160,000 in 1985. Despite these figures, drop-out rates and truancy were serious problems.

There was a desperate shortage of qualified teaching staff so that Standard VII pupils were recruited to teach in

the lower standards. This led to a lowering of educational standards. The poor standard of English had even

reached the universities. The most serious shortage was lack of facilities and materials. In 1984, for example, there

were only 26,357 permanent classrooms, which was 33.3 per cent of the total need.

Despite the shortcomings, there were impressive achievements. By 1985 the enrolment of school-age children

reached 87 per cent. Primary education was also made terminal with participation of the community in the school's

affairs and performance. By 1985, adult education campaigns had reached 85 per cent functional literacy, but there

was a lack of appropriate follow-up material.

Health: The Second Five Year Plan aimed to provide one dispensary for every 10,000 people, one hospital

bed for 1,000 people and one rural health centre for 50,000 people. By 1980, these targets were fulfilled or even

slightly surpassed. Since then there was a deterioration in meeting per capita targets which was partly explained

by the rapid growth of the Tanzanian population which added an extra 650,000 people a year, and partly by the

general economic difficulties explained earlier in this study.



The production of trained manpower was impressive but there was still a long way to go in providing the

country with key health staff. For example, in 1988 there were 919 doctors of which 805 were Tanzanians as

compared to 442 out of a total of 769 in 1978.

A reflection of tho improvement in health care services was seen in life expectancy which rose from 41 years

in 1965 to 50 years in 1984, and infant mortality rates which fell from 138 to 111 per thousand over the same

interval.

Public awareness of health had been p-t 'c1: - through a number of campaigns: MtuniAfya [Man is Health];

Chakuia ni Uhai [FooJ is Life]; the Extended Programme 'f Immunization and Maternal and Child Health^and

Health through Sanitation and Water. The grea^Gt problem ur ttw health service was the acute shortage of drugs.

The government had initiated the Essential Drugs Programme through which essential drugs and equipment were

distributed more frequently to the village dispensaries.

Water supplies: The national target set in 1971 was that by 1991, every Tanzanian household should have

potable and dependable water within a distance of 400 m. By 1985, it was estimated that 11,418,000 people

(8,243,000 of them rural) had access to clean water. However, in practice a much smaller number than this actually

benefitted from these supplies. The main bottleneck was the lack of adequately trained manpower followed by

inadequate supplies of fuel and spares or equipment. This is discusses in more detail in Case Study 4. Currently

the government has realized these problems and changed its target to provision of clean water to ail Tanzanians

by the year 2000.

1.4. The Rural Development Strategy, 1972-1988

The Tanzanian development strategy is well known and the literature on it is enormous. The national

consultant presented a brief review so as to link the strategy to the discussions in the Case Studies.

The intellectual foundation of the Tanzanian development strategy was the Arusha Declaration of 1968 which

adopted socialist construction with emphasis on basic needs and rural development. It embraced both growth and

equity as objectives in bringing about sustained development of the people. All subsequent policy dealt with specific

aspects of the strategy, for example that of an Ujamaa Village [socialist village].

The key elements of the ujamaa village were the ujamaa farm and the community working on it. This village

was seen as the basic social and economic unit from which socialism would grow and spread. Other key elements

were: (1) popular participation through TANU (party) cells, development committees, etc.; (2) villagization as both

an economy of scale and facilitator of rural socialism; (3) priority for development investment; and (4) improvement

in rural/urban terms of trade. Rural development planning became an earnest official policy only after the

introduction of a decentralized administrative structure in 1972. The period following this also saw the rise and

dissipation of donor enthusiasm in providing financial and technical assistance to the regional integrated rurai

development programmes and projects.

Following the decision to re-establish local government and cooperative institutions, the early 1980s saw the

take-off and implementation of these. This step was taken to consolidate the decentralized administrative system

and popular participation. The experiences and lessons of the preceding period were undoubtedly the main impetus

for this decision.

The aim of decentralization was"... to give the people power over their own development". The key elements

of the decentralized system were the transfer of planning and financial function from the centre to the regions and

districts, the establishment of development committees at the regional, district and ward/village levels. It also

required that plans had to receive approval from the Party organ at the appropriate level before they could pass

to a higher planning stage or level. In decentralizing, emphasis was given to the regions rather than the districts.

The main reason was that, at that time, there was a lack of appropriate manpower to fill all the posts under the

decentralized programme. It was also likely that the national leadership wanted more time to learn from the

experiences of the regional structures before proceeding to the district level.
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The regional and district development teams, popularly known as development directorates, were headed

by a Development Director who was the chief executive and principal advisor/assistant to the Regional or District

Commissioner. The Prime Minister's Office became the i'nk between the centre and the regions.

The development director had a management tetm made up of three staff officers in charge of planning,

finances and budget, and personnel and manpower management, respectively. These were supported by

technical/functional managers.

There were also deveiopment committees fror. the viliage to regional levels which included both directly

and indirectly elected representatives of the people The regional deveiopment committee had no direct

representation except for elected Members of Parliament. However, several local leaders, such as party

chairpersons, also sat as full members. The regions were supposed to be allocated 40 per cent of the national

development budget. In practice they never received more than 18 per cent. At the time ft appeared that every

attempt was being made to foster and sustain popular participation in these sub-national institutions. However, the

decentralization act abolished district and urban councils which had been the primary instruments of popular

participation.

The Villages and Ujamaa Villages Act of 1975 aimed at giving further impetus to grassroots participation. The

planning process of the Tanzanian decentralized system involved two organizational structures, those of the Party

and Government. In both there were linkages and flow of information, guidelines, directives and ideas from one level

to the next. Plans were first discussed in the development committees and then they were forwarded to the relevant

Party executive committees for scrutiny and approval.

It is important to underline the fact that planning and financial functions were given more attention in the

implementation of the decentralization programme than the democratic and grassroots participation process.

Manpower constraints were the main limiting factor in achieving the full potential of the decentralized system. Village

managers, some of whom were university graduates, were appointed in 1978 in an attempt to improve the planning

capacity in the villages. However, due to inappropriate recruitment procedures and unclear conditions of service,

by the time this report was prepared this cadre had almost disappeared from the villages.

During the first decade, Tanzanian decentralization has been described as a form of deconcentrsition rather

than devolution. In 1982, local government institutions were re-introduced with powers to collect revenue for their

recurrent and development budgets and engage and dismiss most of their staff.

The Tanzanian decentralization programme had the following objectives when it was launched in 1972:

(i) To manage development in the regions on the basis of coordination of all functional activities within

these units rather than on the basis of individual functional ministries run from the capital;

(ii) To make regions autonomous accounting units allowed to administer their own development funds

instead of handling only recurrent funds;

(iii) To achieve a re-allocation of resources, including staff, from the advanced regions to the less

privileged ones;

(iv) To ensure that the delegation of authority did not stop at the regional level but was gradually

pushed to the lower levels of administration;

(v) To make the senior officers in the regions more involved in policy-making (managers) and not only

administrators of policies made by the central government authorities; and

(vi) To increase the people's participation in the decision-making and to increase the power and

responsibilities of the local representatives.



The first two objectives can be said to have been met. The regional and integrated rural development

planning and implementation in the country have indeed benefitted greatly from the decentralization measures. To

be sure, there were continuous forces from the centre pulling against regional and district coordination and

integration. For example, the extension services of the Ministry of Agriculture had recently been re-centralized

making the performance of their duties more difficult and inefficient. The main constraint in decentrailzation has

been lack of bureaucratic support and adequately trained manpower.

The Third Five Year Plan of 1976-81 was the first national plan in which there was popular participation in

its preparation. This took place from the village to the national level in fact and principle. It took time and also

coincided with the 1973/74 financial crisis so that it did not become operational unti! July 1976. The First Union

Five Year Plan of 1981-86 benefited greatly from the participatory planning activities of its predecessor. Regional

and district planning officers were mustering the skills and know-how for future planning. But, an opportunity for

on-the-job training for planning officers was lost when the Institute of Rural Development Planning adopted formal

training as its only responsibility. The Institute had originally provided opportunities for continuity of planning with

inter-regional seminars, and evaluation and standardization of planning procedures.

There were still many problems in realizing the objectives of decentralization such as the role and emphasis

of regional and rural development within the context of national or central planning. But decentralization had

brought definite benefits. Senior officers were nearer to the people and scenes of felt needs and problems. They

had the opportunity to communicate and get to understand each others problems and needs. Decentralization had

also speeded up decision making and reduced the red tape which characterized ministerial bureaucracies. Villagers'

representatives were much more likely to travel to their district or regional headquarters than to Dar es Salaam or

Dodoma to seek official assistance. Decentralization also provided regional centres for management and

coordination of rural development activities.



Women/men

number

69/538

6/130

15/240

5/24

27/170

percent

12.8

4.6

6.3

20.8

15.9
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2. CASE STUDY 1 - THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN TANZANIA:

TUKE CONSUMER COOPERATIVE SOCIETY

2.1. The nationa! and regional context

Umoja wa Wanawake we Tanzania (UWT) is a national organization of Tanzanian women which is affiliated

to the political party - Chama Cha Mapinduzi. The national women's organization was formed to unite them so they

could fully participate in development activities. The UWT was also charged with the responsibility of guiding and

educating women on their role*; s.nd rights as wei! t-i. campaigning for the maintenance of women's dignity locally

and internationally.

In 1988,11.3 million of the total population of 22.5 million were women. Rural women were the main peasant

producers of food crops. They were also involved in several other economic activities. Although both the party and

government were committed to providing equal opportunities to both men and women, inequalities prevailed as

follows:

Village managers

Legislative officials

Nationa! Assembly

Tanzanian cabinet

Party National executive

In agriculture and the rural economy, men dominated despite the fact that the women were the producers.

In many communities women's rights were considered second class. Even bank loans were not easily available

to women groups and cooperatives.

The U\VT prepared a ten-year development plan, 1984-1994, which focused on increasing agricultural

production to raise both the availability of food and women's incomes. In 1987, there were over 1700 women

cooperative shops, 60 grinding mills, 250 farming women groups and over 200 tailoring groups. Some of these

activities benefited from loans obtained from the Cooperative and Rural Development Bank. But these loans were

small and limited to certain activities/projects. The UWT report covering 1983-87 gave the following as bottlenecks:

(1) The government and its parastatals which are involved in the implementation of various

development policies and strategies have not yet given sufficient attention to women development plans and

projects, thus making their implementation very difficult;

(2) Lack or inadequacy of funds for implementing women development projects has impeded their

implementation and monitoring, especially those in the villages where women live and work.

Recently, the banks had started deliberate programmes to support women groups' activities. The Cooperative

and Rural Development Bank received the equivalent of Tshs 50 million from the Australian government and the

National Bank of Commerce established a fund set aside to provide loans to women groups' projects. The funds

were being available on a favourable concessional basis to enable more women groups to have access to them.

2.2. Tuke Consumer Cooperative Society

Tuke means Let's go together in the local language. This consumer cooperative society had been chosen

for study because:

(1) It was a voluntary self-hetp undertaking which had very little outside assistance; and

(2) It was a women cooperative, attempting to improve the conditions of women.



Tuke was established in 1976 by the amalgamation of small cooperative retail shops in the town of Morogoro,

the headquarters of Morogoro region. The aim was to create a more viable women cooperative which could

generate more income and offer its members and non-members better services. It was a registered cooperative

society and thus had legal status as a corporate body.

Tuke started with 1122 members and a share capital of Tshs 123,225 obtained from contributions and fees

from its members. By May 1989, there were only 430 members. [No explanation was given for the drop in

membership, but it could have been connected with the drop in the status and financial advantages of the

cooperative sir.ee 19G7 when much of the economy was de-reguiated so the trading passed mor& and more into

private hands. No dividends were paid to members for the years 1987, 1988 and 1£39.]

The economic activities carried out by Tuke were as follows:

Retail shops: The three retail shops were the result of the amalgamation in 1976. While Tuke was able

to buy goods directly from wholesale or manufacturing enterprises on preferential terms, the shops did well.

Members received Tshs 500 each every time dividends were distributed and Tshs 300 for attending a meeting

of their cooperative. By August 1988, the shops had stock worth Tshs 1,462,000.

Sakina Hotel and Lodging: The hotel and lodging were near the town bus station. In 1988, there was

a business turnover of Tshs 2.1 million but the hotel made a loss of Tshs 236,967 while the lodging made

a profit of Tshs 667,360.

Transport hire service: In 1982, Tuke bought a 10 ton lorry which was hired out. In the early years

the lorry operated at a reasonable profit. But in 1988/89 Tshs 1.3 million had to be spent on maintenance

and spare parts. This expenditure and loss made the cooperative decide to sell the lorry.

The cooperative acquired a tractor in 1986, partly to help run the farm and partly for hiring. The hire

service was not profitable. It had a loss of Tshs 192,683 in 1988 and the Tshs 250,000 needed to buy tyres

were not available so the hire service had to stop.

Tuke Farm: The cooperative had a 100 acre farm to grow paddy (rice) and 400 acres for maize

production. In 1988/89 only 8 acres were planted with maize. This produced about 160 bags of maize which

sold for Tshs 192,000. This information shows both the potential of the region for agricultural production and

the inability, for one reason or another, of the women to realise this potential.

Tailoring unit: This started with two sewing machines in 1986 as both an economic and educational

activity - four more sewing machines were donated in 1987. The unit invited tenders and made a profit of

Tshs 90,000 in 1987 and Tshs 136,000 in 1988. Currently private individuals were taking tenders away from

Tuke because of the increasing competition between enterprises. The unit also trained primary school leavers

so they could become self-reliant.

2.3. Evaluation of the activities of Tuke

In Tanzania, the formation of cooperatives has been vigorously encouraged by the national leadership.

Women cooperatives emerged in the 1970s. At that time, shortages of consumer goods were common and

government price controls resulted in the growth of parallel markets. Cooperative shops were places where

consumers could buy goods at controlled prices.

In 1973, the government controlled the price on over 3,000 commodities. As result of changes in economic

policy it now controlled the price of only ten types of commodities. This economic liberalization eased the problem

of shortages of goods in the shops but caused problems for cooperatives and public trading enterprises. This was

compounded by the private sector having better access to foreign exchange and being able to 'buy' their way to

obtain goods. These channels were not available to cooperatives and parastatals.
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Growth and positive change: In spite of difficulties, Tuke grew in capital assets and the scope of its

activities. By 1988, the assets had grown to be worth Tshs 8 million with an annual turnover of Tshs 23

million. Up to 1986, the members also benefited in the form of dividends. But during 1987 and 1988, Tuke

could not distribute dividends because of cash flow problems. Other problems which affected growth were

the devaluation of the Tanzanian shilling, lack of preferential treatment in acquiring goods/products from

public enterprises, lack of .adequate financial backing from the banks, frequent robberies (goods worth Tshs

1.5 million were stolen in 1988), and non-payment for goods and services given to some customers. Tuke

is still needed by its members but requires increased working capital in order to meet its objectives.

Equity: The principle of equal access to the Tuke services and equal distribution of dividends to ail

its .t^mfcors ensured eerily within the cooperative. It also employed 24 staff, a majority of whom were

women. The beneficiaries of the training programme in the tailoring unit were mostly girls. They were able

to use their skills to lead a more self-reliant life.

Institutional effectiveness: Most of the posts were held by women. Tuke had a ten-member

committee headed by a chairperson all elected by a general meeting held once a year. The day-to-day

management was entrusted to the secretary/manager.

Tuke was an institutional member of the Morogoro Region Cooperative Union, which, was a member

of the apex cooperative organization. In this way, needs and concerns of Tuke members were heard and

discussed from grassroots to national level. This is in addition to the normal channels of communication

within the UWT. Tuke was an important pressure group which defended and ensured the rights and interests

of its members.

As a business with a turnover of Tshs 23 million, Tuke had some impact on the town as there were

not many businesses of this size. A Morogoro resident was bound, at some time or another, to make use

of some of the services offered by Tuke.

Sustainability: Despite problems, Tuke has proved to be sustainable and replicable. Over the 14 years

since it was established capital assets and turnover had increased almost 18 times. Nevertheless, it needed

support from regional and district authorities to overcome some of its problems, especially concerning

resource management. Women cooperatives and groups were to be found in towns and villages throughout

Tanzania. Some of these had collapsed, but more, like Tuke, had survived. Overall, there was still

considerable enthusiasm for women to come together and form cooperatives or groups to undertake both

economic and social activities.
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3. CASE STUDY 2 - PLANNING RURAL DEVELOPMENT AT VILLAGE LEVEL PROJECT

[= PEOPLE'S PARTICIPATION PROJECT]

3.1. Project Background

The intellectual premise for the Planning Rural Development at Village Level Project {PRDVL) was general

dissatisfaction at the persistent low living standards in rural areas despite Tanzania's well known development

philosophy. Considerable resources had been poured into the rural sector since independence, but poverty,

recurring food shortages, malnutrition and preventable di£<?£ ? continued to face rural people.

Despite the leadership's commitment to the decent; alizaiiOf. programme, planning for village development

had mostly been done at the district, regional and national levels., thus by-passing rural people's development needs

and aspirations. This permitted top-down development interventions and negated grassroots ideas and aspirations.

Rural people had not participated in the identification and formulation of development projects for their areas.

The objectives of PRDVL were:

(1) Identification of constraints to increased village development and analysis of the causes to these

constraints and how to overcome them in the village context, using local resources and initiative;

(2) Assessment of the village human and material resources and development of appropriate methods

to continuously undertake such assessment;

(3) Development of methods of planning and design of plans for village economy manageable by the

villagers; and

(4) Planning, implementation and evaluation of specific projects or sets of projects to overcome the

bottlenecks in village development. Emphasis is placed on the use of village's own resources.

The project covered 30 villages, 10 each from the districts of Mpwapwa in Dodoma region, Kilosa in

Morogoro region and Iringa Rural in Iringa region. These villages had different characteristics and different levels

of social and economic development.

The project was undertaken by a group of scientists from the two national universities and the Institute of

Rural Development Planning, government staff and villagers working together. It was sponsored by FAO, ILO and

UNICEF. Administrative and management support was provided by the Institute of Rural Development Planning

under the jurisdiction of the Prime Minister's Office in Dodoma. The Steering Committee was chaired by the

Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Local Government, Community Development, Cooperatives and Marketing

and included the Regional Development Directors of the three regions, the District Executive Directors of the three

district, representatives from some government ministries, departments and national institutions, the Party and some

external funding agencies. [There were no village representatives per se.] This committee formulated policy and

gave guidance to the Project Advisory Committee.the District Project Committees and the Project Coordinator. The

Project Advisory Committee was the executive organ of the Steering Committee with one of the academics as the

chairman and the project coordinator as the executive secretary. Each district committee was chaired by its district

executive director with the district planning officer as its secretary.

Critical work in the villages was performed by animators (= project facilitators) who lived and worked closely

with the villagers. Additional support was provided by facilitators who were district officials and researchers.

3.2. The Regional Context

Dodoma region (41,310 km2) is part of the semi-arid central plateau of Tanzania. In 1988, the population

was 1,237,819 (598,253 males: 639,566 females) and the density under 24 persons/km2. Average household size
was 5.8.
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The soils were generally infertile and the climate did not favour cultivation with rainfall being erratic and

concentrated in about four months during the year. Traditionally the people practised a combination of shifting

agriculture and cattle rearing - Dodoma was one of the seven leading livestock rearing regions in tho country. Both

practices had led to a general deterioration of soil structure and loss of fertility. Furthermore, villagization resulted

in a re-alignment of the social system and concentrated both livestock and human population:; which further

exacerbated the environmental problems. There was a special soil conservation project started in 1973 with

assistance from SIDA.

Th'3 main crops wore maize, sorghum and millet with some yilci ops tnd pulses. Recently viheyards and wine

production had been spreading rapidly. Tomato and onion production were also significant. Bird control (Quelea

quelea) was important for sorghum and millet. The recommended grains were sorghum and millet. However, when

rainfall was better, maize gave good returns. The region also had a potential for irrigated agriculture, mechanization

and oxen cultivation which had not been used.

Morogoro region (73,039 km2) had a population of 1,222,737 (605,772 males: 616,965 females) in 1988. It
could be divided into three major agro-ecological zones: (1) the mountain and hilly zone; (2) the intermediate zone;

and (3) the river valleys and plains. Of the 5.9 million hectares classified as cultivable, only 395,000 hectares were

cultivated. The high agricultural potential and wide range of crops grown are given in the following table.

Table 3.1. Agricultural zones and their economic activities in Morogoro region

Zone

Mountains and hi Us

Intermediate zone

(escarpment and

foothills)

River valleys, basins

and plains

Food crops

Ma i ze, yams, bananas,

beans, cassava,

potatoes

Maize, paddy (rice),

cassava, sorghum,

bananas

Paddy (rice), maize,

bananas, cassava,

sweet potatoes

Economic activities

Cash crops

Coffee, wheat,

fruits, vegetables

Oilseeds, cotton,

sunflower, sugar

cane, coconut, cashew

nuts, fruits and

vegetables

Cotton, sugar cane,

fruits, vegetables,

oilseeds, coconut

Others

Forest cropping,

small stock rearing,

poultry keeping

Livestock rearing,

poultry, bee keeping,

saw mi 11i ng

Fishing, livestock

rearing, bee keeping,

saw milling

As a result of villagization, by 1980 there were 457 villages most concentrated in the mountains and hills,

along river valleys and plains and by the major road and railway networks. These population concentrations

coupled with unplanned land use were the root cause of soil erosion and environmental degradation. Industrial

development had created population concentrations in the towns and some rural areas where migrant labour was

used for estate crops such as sisal. The region embodied several ethnic groups whose behaviour, customs and

value judgement influenced economic activities. For example, the local people had little interest in providing hired

labour for the estates.

Rural development interventions had focused on increasing agricultural production, providing basic services

and construction and improvement of rural roads. There had also been significant self-help activities. These self-help

activities have sometimes involved the participation of both local and foreign NGOs with the villagers contributing

labour and sometimes funds to pay the wages of skilled labour.

Iringa region (56,864 km2) had a population of 1,208,914 people (565,241 males: 643,673 females) in 1988
with a population density of 21 persons/km2. There were 600 registered villages.

There were three agro-ecological zones: (1) the Highlands over 1800 m with an average reliable rainfall of

1,270 mm; (2) the intermediate zone between 1,000 and 1,800 m and an annual rainfall of 760-1,200 mm; and (3)

the lowland zone below 1,000 m and rainfall of 450-760 mm a year.
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Iringa's population was dependent on agriculture with most involved with crop production and only a minority

engaged in animal husbandry. Of the 4,194,800 ha classified as potentially suitable for agricultural and livestock

development, only 7 per cent was under cultivation in 1985/86. Major crops were maize, beans, tobacco, tea and

pyrethrum. Others included were wheat: irish and sweet potatoes, peas, sorghum, tomatoes, onions, cabbage,

various fruits, coffee cashew nuts, wattle and sunflower.

Iringa was one of the few regions lo use substantial quantities of chemical fertilizers. Mechanization and the

use of oxen were also widespread. For example, in 1985/86 the region had 440 operating tractors, 25,540 ox-

ploughs and 14 combine h^/vest?---, ""Vrw wore *>?, ox-tra^ning centres and 117 village ox-training units. Iringa

region was one of the four leading man ; producers in the country,

Since 1977, the region had been implementing the Iringa Region Agricultural Development Project. This

project was based on the UNDP/FAO/University of East Anglia regional integrated development plan funded by

the EEC which formed part of the region's third five year plant (1976-81). This project focused on increasing

agricultural output through improved delivery of extension services and provision of inputs. It also helped improve

economic infrastructure, especially roads and bridges. This project had contributed significantly to the development

of the region. During 1977-85 the project spent over Tshs 320 million in Iringa region and: 316 extension workers

were trained; 16,760 tons of fertilizers were procured and distributed; 13 ox-training centres and 163 cattle dips

were constructed or rehabilitated; 22 small-holder irrigation schemes were constructed and maintained; and 2,169

km of rural roads and 26 bridges were constructed or rehabilitated.

Thus of the three regions, Iringa had had significant developments followed by Morogoro, but Dodoma had

not been so fortunate.

3.3. Evaluation of the extent of the PRDVL implementation

Data were obtained mostly from documents and reports up to the end of 1988 which were available in the

project coordinators office. The national consultant also visited the office of the project coordinator and held

discussions with him (?her). A quick visit was also made to one of the project villages where discussions were held

with the Divisional Secretary and the animator, both of whom were women. Some participants were also

interviewed.

Project implementation starting 1983 with the establishment of the steering committee. The Project Advisory

Committee was set up in July 1984 and the Project Coordinator was appointed in January 1985. At the time of

reporting, PRDVL had only been running for three years. The first group of animators took up their work in April

1986. There were 14, 5 of whom were women. There were 5 facilitators, one for Iringa and two each for the other

two districts.

The Tanzanian government contributed to the project through the salaries of the staff involved and the

facilities provided by the Institute of Rural Development Planning. UNICEF had committed US$ 60,000 until 1990,

while ILO was prepared to provide technical consultancy services. FAO had promised support for training and all

these agencies were prepared to support specific development projects in the project villages when the

requirements for these had been identified.

The main thrust of the project was the formation of groups to undertake various activities as selected by the

groups. The village animators educated and encouraged the villagers to form groups. By December 1988 there

were 114 groups with 1,462 members of whom 40 per cent were women. By that time the groups had accumulated

capital worth Tshs 3.4 million, which also included 3 tractors. The groups had also acquired various equipment and

tools for carpentry, brick-making, lumbering and handicrafts.

Most groups were involved in farming activities while others were engaged in furniture and brick making. All

in all, there was considerable enthusiasm among the villagers to come together into groups and even contribute

money as capital. The groups which had requested funding are given in table 3.2. A critical constraint to the

development of the groups was the small size of the capital at the disposal of the members. They were expected

to provide 25-50 per cent of their capital requirements, but this was very difficult as the groups were formed by the
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people facing the most serious resource constraints because of their poverty. Further, because of this predicament,

their access to banking and other credit facilities was greatly limited. The major source of finance had, therefore,

been a revolving fund established by the project.

Overall, the impact of the project had been negligible because of its limited coverage and outreach. For

example, the three regions had a total of 1,465 registered villages, but the project only operated in 14, i.e. less than

one per cent.

It is desirable to expend project coverage so thai more villages and people are reached by these activities.

This will mean diversifying and increasing the sources of funds. The revolving fund, particularly, should be

increased. Project management should be decentralized io the project districts so that local and district officials

can evolve administrative mechanisms that are appropriate to their specific conditions. The employment of more

women as animators could help overcome some of the customs and prejudices which impede the adoption and

application of innovations and technological packages.

Table 3.2. Group projects and requests for funding

District - Region Village Group Project activity Amount Funding sought

. Tshs from:

Mpwapwa - Dodoma Mlembule Chalomwa Farming - onions 40 000 Revolving fund

Nguvukazi Farming - onions 105 720 CPF - Canadian High

Commission

Lumbering _ _ 24 000_Revolving fund

Pwaga Simba cultural group Ox-plough - maize 2 850 Revolving fund

Carpentry Equipment for 89 350 CPF

_ _ _furniture making _ __

Htanana Juhudi Vegetable garden 20 000 Revolving fund

Uakulima Vegetable, piggery 166 500 CPF

Chinangali Shop options 40 000 Revolving fund

Mepambano & Kawawa Oil extraction 400 000 Mission admin-

Jjtep^_fun

Sub-total ~888~42b
Kilosa - Morogoro Hhenda Nemere Farming - cotton, 40 000 Revolving fund

rice

Useremala _Cargentry equipment 30 000_ - do -

Kimamba Useremala Carpentry equipment 20 000 - do -

Mapambano Farming - rice 79 200 - do -

_Mkombozi _Tinsmith 10 000_ - do -

Ukwamani Kilimo _ _Farming_- maize 56 625_ - do -

Sub-total "ii5"625
lringa Rural - Iringa Kiponzelo 21 farming groups Cultivating maize 80 000 - do -

Carpentry Furniture making 45 000 - do -

.(.undamatwe Group 1 Brick making 20 000 - do -

Group 2 Brick making 10 000 - do -

_Group 3 _ Brick making 1_0_000 ;_do_^_

Nyabula Group 1 farming Farming 10 000 - do -

Group 2 brick making Brick making 2 500 - do -

Sub-total 177 600

Grand total 1 381 845
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4. VILLAGIZATION OF THE RURAL PEOPLE IN TANZANIA

AND THE HISTORY OF COOPERATIVES

4.1. Introduction

An "Ujamaa Village" was defined as a village in which the people lived, farmed and marketed together for

the benefit of th3 whole community. This notion can be traced to a World Bank Mission of 1969 which

recommended, among others, the adoption of the transformation approach in agricultural development. This

entailed resettSerr^nt of people on new land in settlement villages. These settlers would follow rfiGderrf farming

practices, hence rising agricultural output and income. It would also enable public sector interventions to f >o cost-

effective and tc- reach more of the rural population than would have been possible it they had continued to live in

scattered homesteads and hamlets. The village settlement schemes of the 1960s were an outcome of a wish for

economies and modernization. Ujamaa became official policy after the Arusha Declaration of 1967 and the

publication of the policy document "Socialism and Rural Development". Thus ujamaaization followed and stood

to benefit greatly from villagization, but both policies tended to be mutually reinforcing.

4.2. Villagization of the rural people, 1970-76

The village has remained the focus for public sector interventions since village settlements were started in

1963. These were abandoned in early 1966 because of over-capitalization and the development of unacceptable

habits of dependence. The village settlements were replaced by the early "Ujamaa villages" which differed little from

their predecessors. Usually they were unplanned groups which came together for joint farming with subsidized

inputs. Then ujamaaization was superseded by villagization through timetabled operations2 which gained impetus

when the Party directed that all rural people should be living in villages by 1976. This resulted in.mistakes and

hardship for the people. Other problems of villagization were environmental degradation with consequent effects

on farming efficiency and poor delivery of social services.

However, the major objective of resettling rural people so they had improved access to economic and social

services was a success. By the end of 1976 there were 7,684 villages where 13,087,220 people lived. This was 82

per cent of the Tanzanian population. By June 1979, there were 8,299 villages housing 87 per cent of the Tanzanian

population.

The villagization programme created conditions for the establishment and organization of grassroots

democratic and participatory decision-making. This was supported by the passage through parliament of the

Villages and Ujamaa Villages Act of 1975 which gave the people more power in managing their own affairs. The

1979 amendments gave the villages the power to levy and collect revenue.

The 1975 Villages Act gave the registered village a corporate body status and the right and power to organize

itself as a multi-purpose primary cooperative society. In essence, a registered village was an agricultural producers

cooperative. Secondary cooperatives (the cooperative unions) were abolished and their functions handed over to

the crop authorities and other marketing parastatals. The Act also gave the villages power to form village

governments by electing a village council and its five committees. By March 1983, there were 8,213 registered

villages of which nearly all had village councils.

4.3. Reintroduction of the cooperative unions, 1984-85.

By the end of the 1970s, it was evident that the abolition of the secondary cooperatives had been a mistake,

not only because the crop authorities did an even worse job, including non-payment or delayed payment to

farmers, but because a vital participatory institution was simple obliterated in favour of a bureaucratic one. The

parastatals were extremely unwieldy and insensitive to farmers' problems and needs. For these reasons, coupled

with public demand, cooperative unions were reintroduced by the Cooperative Societies Act No. 14 of 1982.

Operations in the Tanzanian context are movements of large numbers of people into planned villages, normally involving a whole district

or region, such as "Operation Chunya" or "Operation Dodoma".
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Implementation of the Act started in January 1984. By the end of March 1986, there were 4,420 registered

cooperatives in Tanzania Mainland. Of these, 1,946 were village-based primary cooperative societies, 1,545 urban-

based cooperative shops, 906 other types of primary cooperatives and 23 cooperative unions. During 1984/85, they

collected 32,177 tons of both food and cash crops and by March 1986 the total was 489,524 tons of agricultural

produce. In 1987/88 the cooperative unions handled 801,685 tons of marketed produce. They were also involved

with the distribution of agricultural inputs and implements to the peasant farmers. Some even began the distribution

of consumer goods to their members, thus breaking the monopoly by the regional trading companies.

The cooperatives zm6 the villages come under the jurisdiction of the new Ministry of Local Government,

Community Development, Cooperatives and Marketing. This Ministry has taken responsibility for a!! tfv* markers*1;.-)

boards. The hegioUai uf Cooperatives is in this Ministry. The Regional Cooperative Officers are the assistant

registrars of cooperatives for their respective regions, and not the Regional Development Directors.

The multi-purpose single-village cooperative society is a producer cooperative which engages in both

production and marketing activities. It can also engage directly in communal activities. The primary cooperative

society is simply a marketing organization with its members scattered in two to five villages.

In 1985 it was decided that the basic unit of rural cooperation in Tanzania should be the multi-purpose,

single-village rural development cooperative. Party policy then required each village to form its own cooperative

society. By April 1989, there were 1,724 cooperative shops, 455 credit and savings cooperatives (urban-based),

299 small-scale industrial cooperatives and 113 other types of cooperatives. The rapid development of the

cooperatives has imposed additional demands for resources, such as trained personnel and capital assets. For

example, the demand for godowns (stores) was 6,742 while supply was 5,211, a shortfall of 22.6 per cent. Cash

liquidity is also a serious problem so they have to rely heavily on overdrafts. It was reported in the local press that

by Decembe* 1989, the cooperative unions owed the banks over Tshs 28 billion

The performance of this type of rural cooperation has to be seen over time. The cooperatives have already

encountered a number of operational difficulties such as access to the assets owned by the parastatais, even those

these belonged to the cooperatives before the parastatais were established. The cooperative movement also needs

autonomy, if public enthusiasm and confidence in the cooperatives is not to be undermined, they must be fully

controlled by their members, including the hiring and firing of their officials. However, this is not easy in practice.

4.4. Review of the villagization impact

4.4.1. Growth and positive change

Although the Tanzanian authorities have succeeded in physically relocating rural people into villages, this

is not sufficient if the promises in the provision of social services are not met.

Primary education: The main objective of the seven-year primary education in Tanzania was to acquire

permanent literacy and numeracy. The target for universal primary education was brought forward to 1977 from

1989. By 1984 Tanzania had 9,490 primary schools with a total of 3,085,271 pupils and 79,136 teachers. It is evident

that each village had at least one primary school. This is a significant achievement. An attempt was also made to

equalize enrolment between the sexes. This was achieved by 1985 but the dropout rate was higher for girls than

for boys.

The crash nature of the implementation of universal primary education has also precipitated a number of

problems such as inadequacy of schooling facilities, materials and equipment, and an acute shortage of teaching

staff. Although self-hefp schemes can construct classrooms, they are more reluctant to provide other facilities such

as office, toilets and housing for teachers. Thus quantitative achievements are not matched with qualitative

improvements. The poor quality of primary education has been much discussed.

Health and other social services: Progress has been remarkable. In 1985, Tanzania had 152 hospitals,

98,260 rural health centres and 2,831 rural dispensaries as compared with 22 rural health centres and 875 rural

dispensaries in 1965.
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Availability of essential drugs and equipment was very problematic in the country as a whole and was worse

in the rural areas. The adoption of a primary health care policy aimed at reducing the incidence of diseases and
deaths, particularly in women and children, was an important measure. However, these efforts were constrained

by the scarcity of resources. DANIDA had been supporting the health sector by providing funds for the essential
drugs programme since 1975.

Despite these problems, there had been a marked improvement in the quality of life. For instance, life

expectancy had been raised from 35 years in 1961 to 53 years in 1985. Birth and death rates per 1000 had dropped

from 47 and 22 in 1964 to 46 and 13 respectively in 1985. infcni mortality rate dropped from 161 per 1,000 in 1964
to 100 per 1,000 in 19a5.

In 1985, there were 1,593 day-care centres, 2,549 village community centres and 2,586 village disabled
centres.

Rural water supplies: The original target of supplying villages with potable water by the end of 1991 had

been changed to the year 2000, and potable water had been replaced by safe or clean water. In 1985, there were

4,059 shallow wells, 1,859 boreholes and 433 water gravity and diesel-powered pump schemes. These served an
estimated 42 per cent of the total rural population as against 0.8 per cent in 1961.

4.4.2. Equity

The provision of social services to tie villages had the objective of distributing their impact among the rural

people and between the rural and urban people. For example, while most hospitals were found in urban centres,

health centres and dispensaries were found in the villages. The critical problem was not one of accessibility, but

effectiveness and quality of the services and facilities. These depended on the resources available at the centre

which were often scarce or lacking. It is desirable that rural people can become aware of these constraints and
be encouraged to meet some of the costs.

Land was made public in 1961 so that land ownership does not exist in Tanzania. Similarly, in general there
is no landlessness in the country although there are areas with land shortages. Official policy is to encourage

outmlgration from land-shortage areas. Some ethnic customs and habits are prejudicial to land ownership by

women. Education is needed to rid the people of these archaic prejudices. Prejudices are more difficult to maintain
in the community life of a village. Common examples include women battering and not allowing girls to go to
school.

4.4.3. Institutional effectiveness

Undoubtedly, villagization has provided an opportunity to organize rural people into grassroots level

institutions. The first of these was the village assembly, the village council and its five committees. Through these

the villagers' needs and aspirations are made known and can be sent to higher organs. Establishment of these

institutions during decentralization created a premise for popular participatory decision-making. However, the
manner in which decisions are reached should be clarified as it is quite possible for one persons' views to dominate

a meeting.

The other effective institution at village level was the cooperative society which has been discussed earlier
in this section.

Despite these structures, most planning took place in a top-down manner as many bureaucrats were not

prepared to accept and appreciate bottom-up decisions and aspirations.

4.4.4. Sustainability

Villagization is definitely sustainable. It was completed in 1976 and during the 14 years since then, there has

been no sign of disintegration of the villagized settlements in Tanzania. Some people have moved out to their

former homesteads, but they have been very few.
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However, there are problems, particularly in making good use of the land available. Land use planning is

needed for both ecological and agricultural sustenance. In some areas, environmental degradation has become

severe with erosion, desertification and deforestation.

Current efforts at afforestation must be continued but the emphasis should be community forestry with the

full participation of the people using indigenous knowledge and skills as well as indigenous tree species. There was

too much emphasis on exotic forestry in terms of both manpower and tree species. Villagers find both

inappropriate.
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5. CASE STUDY 4 -

THE KIGOMA INTEGRATED RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (KIGOMA RIDEP)

5.1. Introduction

Since the early 1970s regional integrated rural develcpment projects and programmes (RIDEPs) have played

an important role as public-sector interventions which have purposefully been directed towards increasing

agricultural production and improvement of the quality o<: life of rural people in a number of regions in the country.

Each region prepared its own RIDEP, but, by the late seventies, follow-up funding was realised for only ten of the

twenty Tanzanian regions. In the later years, the rate of conor dropout became a serious problem sc that by the

late 1980s only three RIDEPs were still running with donrr support.

The decentralization programme, started in 1972, created conditions for the emergence, nurturing and

sustenance of regional integrated development planning and implementation in Tanzania. It was based on a policy

and strategy formulated and adopted by the Prime Minister's Office during 1972-74. This embraced two major

objectives: (1) as the new way by which plans had to be prepared in the regions; and (2) as a means to secure

increased resources for investment in the regional economies. The Prime Minister's Office actively sought funds

for planning and implementation of RIDEPs so that funding was secured for the preparation of plans for all 20

regions, but only ten of these got follow-up funding for implementation. The Kigoma RIDEP was the first to be

planned and implemented and was also one of the World Bank's early endeavours in supporting such projects. The

present report covers 1972-88 which includes the period after Kigoma RIDEP was officially stopped in 1983.

The Kigoma RIDEP aimed at doubling the per capita income of Tshs 160 (US$ 20) to Tshs 320 (US$ 40)

during the first five-year period. This was to be achieved through increased production of four major crops - cotton,

maize, beans and groundnuts - using improved husbandry methods and agricultural inputs. Moreover, there would

be provision of social and economic infrastructure, such as educational and health facilities, village water supplies,

village godowns and feeder roads. It was hoped that the Kigoma RIDEP would provide a blueprint for replication

in the other regions of Tanzania.

Kigoma was chosen because, amongst other criteria, it was one of the most remote and lagging regions in

the Unrted Republic and Tanzania was one of the world's poorest and dominantly agrarian countries thus fitting

the World Bank's interest and intentions of focusing in the "poorest of the poor".

5.2. The design and planning methodology of the Kigoma RIDEP

The plan was formulated as a one-shot blueprint resulting from a four month visit by a World Bank team. This

type of planning was typical for the time. The design was built around an intensification programme pivoted on the

supply of improved seeds, fertilizers and insecticides and improved agricultural extension services. It also planned

to provide social and economic infrastructure. The design had envisaged a 15-year implementation period divided

into three five-year phases to run until June 1989.

The Kigoma RIDEP was planned to cost Tshs 95 million (US$ 13.7 million) during the first phase with the

World Bank contributing Tshs 71 million (US$ 10 million) or 74.7 per cent, the United Nations Capital Development

Fund Tshs 11 million or 11.6 per cent and the Tanzanian Government Tshs 13 million to meet local costs. By June

1983, the World Bank had disbursed Tshs 79 million or 63.2 per cent, UNCDF Tshs 11.9 or 9.5 per cent and

Tanzania had contributed Tshs 34.1 million or 27.3 per cent.

The projects' villagers would receive credit for the inputs through Kigoma Cooperative Union and the

Tanzanian Rural Development Bank. The target population was 250 000 people who would be living in 150 project-

designated villages. Selection of a village to be part of the project included availability of land and water, and

accessibility by road and/or rail. These criteria were dictated by the design's concern for raising agricultural

productivity and automatically discriminated against the most disadvantaged villages. This anomaly was later

removed after strong representations from the Tanzanian regional and national officials to the Bank on both

ideological and practical grounds.
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The design provided for the establishment of an agricultural trials and training centre which would undertake

region-specific research and training of extension staff. However, the timing was flawed as this centre would not

be completed until the fourth year of the project by which time seeds and chemicals would have already been

distributed and used by the project villages.

The design also planned for the provision of technical assistance for specific activities, but failed to provide

middle-level technical manpower. This was a critical constraint during implementation, especially in the water supply

activities.

The design also provided for a monitoring and evalu^^-i: wi - <nlr;h would provide information to the project

management and the regional authorities. However, the design ui*j not formulate any specific strategy or pattern

for these activities, and there was no tradition of monitoring and evaluation in the Tanzanian bureaucracy.

Management and administration of the project was to use the existing institutional structures in the region.

However, it was silent on popular participation save only as a means of cost minimization. That was the project

beneficiaries were to provide manual labour for any project components requiring it. No attempt was made by the

planners to enlist popular participation of the beneficiaries at the identification, formulation and design stages.

The design assigned a central role in the management and implementation to the Kigoma Cooperative Union,

but this was abolished when the project was beginning to be implemented. Thus a Project Management Executive

was created and took over the KCU's role.

The emphasis on increasing yields per unit area through intensification was based on the experiences of the

traditional cotton-growing areas of Western Tanzania where increased yields per unit area were being achieved

through increased use of fertilizers and insecticides. Athough the design claimed to have assigned agriculture a

leading role, only 9 per cent of the funds were allocated directly to production activities. The villagers extended

agricultural production rather than intensifying it. The majority of the Kigoma peasant had been settled in new

villages with access to abundant and virgin land. Thus most villagers regarded using their little cash on fertilizers

as throwing away good money.

Village infrastructure! developments were allocated 35 per cent of the total budget. In the education sector,

the design planned to improve schooling facilities so as to raise the educational level of Kigoma's rural population

in primary and technical fields. Funds were to be provided to build 378 classrooms, 93 workshops, 335 teachers
houses and 23 offices.

5.3. The extent of implementation of the Kigoma RIDEP

The implementation of the Kigoma RIDEP faced immense difficulties, such as a slow start-up due to

bureaucratic and administrative bottlenecks. The flaws in the design pointed out above compounded these

implementation difficulties. Given the remoteness and underdevelopment of the region, these difficulties were not

entirely unexpected. Table 5.1 gives the extent of implementation as at November 1981.

Increased agricultural production was taken as the cornerstone of RIDEP's activities. Table 5.1 shows that

the achievements in this area were insignificant. The agricultural testing and training centre was never completed

and so it was never able to supply recommendations on improved varieties and practices as expected. Chemical

fertilizers were distributed until 1980 when the villagers had accumulated about Tshs 3 million in arrears on loans.

Their attitude to fertilizers is recorded earlier.

Although better than agricultural, the achievements in the supply of village infrastructure were not impressive.

This was due to shortages of building materials and middle-level and technicai staff compounded by lack of

transport and poor communications. The worst area was water supply. Many of the water supply systems operated

poorly or did not operate at all.
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Of the 21 maize mills supplied, most of them went to the wrong villages - the fishing villages instead of the

maize growing villages. No maize sheflers were delivered because there was a blanket stoppage of loans to the

project villages. Other evidence has shown that although villagers will default on payment of loans for inputs they

do not see as useful, they are very willing to meet their obligations for maize mills and shellers. This clearly

demonstrates the differences in prio'itization of needs and aspirations between bureaucrats and villagers.

Table 5.1. Accomplishments of the Kigoma RIDEP as at November 1981

ACTIVITY

number of

village

PROJECT VILLAGES

(e)

APPRAISAL

TARGETS (1974)

150

378

335

76

93

120

7 920

93

91

135

-

10

-

3

55

55

21 775

95

95

60

389

175

REVISED TARGETS

(1980XA)

135

230

147

49

24

30

-

-

-

-

17

10

4

-

2

24

-

22

-

-

600

-

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

NUMBER

130

221

106

57

23

1

4 517

-

26

20

18

5

3

-

2

24 (b)

18 476 (c)

24 (d)

21

-

720

11

(NOVEMBER 1981)

% (1981/1974)

86.7

58.5

31.6

75.0

24.7

0.8

57.0

0.0

28.6

14.8

105.9

50.0

75.0

0.0

3.6

43.6

84.8

25.3

22.1

0.0

185.1

6.3

Education facilities

- classrooms

- teachers houses

- offices

- workshops

- toilets

- desks

- workshop tool sets

- textbook sets

- library book sets

Health facilities

- dispensaries upgraded

- dispensaries constructed

(new)

- rural health centres

upgraded

- rural health centres

constructed (new)

Water supplies

- shallow wells/boreholes

- piped systems

Bush clearing (hectares)

Village godowns (stores)

Maize mills

Maize shellers

Feeder roads upgraded (km)

Village sub-loans (f)

AGRICULTURE

Villages eligible for inputs

Annual marketed outputs (tons)

- maize

- beans

- cotton

- groundnuts

REGIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE

Extension of office blocks

Regional warehouses

Rural training centre (new)

Rural training centre

(upgraded)

Agricultural trials and

training centre

Vehicles

Land use planning (villages)

Training - extension agents

- book-keepers

• village medical

helpers

Source: (i) world Bank, 1983, Project Performance Report no, 4858 (Table 2a). Washington D.C.: IBRD,

(ii) Regional Commissioner's Office, 1984, Annual Plan 1985/86, Kigoma

(iii) Percentages are the national consultant's computations.

95

10

75 55 57.9

400

900

700

700

-

-

1

2

1

10

150

100

100

50

-

-

-

-

1

3

-

1

-

-

135

77

180

200

180

1 542

2 366

-

1

3

1

1

1

95

134

77

263

86

2.1

31.5

22.1

0.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

50.0

100.0

950.0

89.3

77.0

263.0

172.0
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Notes: (a) Based on achievements to date and additional objectives anticipated to completion of the project.
(b) At least half not functioning due to technical design shortcomings and fuel/spares shortages.
(c) Total area cleared during this period was 31,510 ha; the extra area was financed by the Regional

Development Fund.

Cd) In all there were 82 village godowns constructed during the period. Other sources of funds included
the Regional Development Fund and TCA.

(e) Based on reports of the Regional Engineer, upgrading merely refers to some work being done on these
roads.

(f) For fishing gear, maize mills, etc., but excluding godowns (Source: TRDB Progress Report to March
1981)

(g) Appraisal estimate for project year 5 (1978/89)

(h) Actual output for project year 7 (19iSQ/81). However, total value of agricultural produce procured by

the NMC in Kigoma region increased from Tshs 300,000 in 1974/75 to Tshs 22.5 million in 1979/80.
In 1980/81 the value amounted to Tshs 8.9 laiilion, this drop is attributed to increased sales
through unofficial channels and domestic consumption.

All the regional infrastructure activities were completed, probably because they were in the regional capital
and were of direct benefit to some regional bureaucrats.

In 1983, the World Bank declared the Kigoma RIDEP a "disaster". However, Loft etal. (1982:139) made an
important observation:

Kigoma had been correctly identified as a poor, deprived and needy area, but it had been incorrectly thought

of as already being in a position to overcome this deprivation. The appraisal report is a testimony to the

belief that dollars are readily transferable into manpower and materials. The region' struggle to absorb these

dollars, and the very modest outcome therefrom, are testimony that Kigoma's underdevelopment was no

historical accident which twelve and a half million dollars could compensate for in one full sweep of five

years. It was precisely the region's remoteness, weak infrastructure and poverty which detracted from the
power of funds to remedy them.

This assessment shows that, given the region's circumstances, the achievements made were significant.

5.4. The impact of Kigoma RIDEP

Growth and positive change: The Kigoma farming system favoured maize and beans with limited room for

cotton and none at all for groundnuts. The data in table 5.2 show there were substantial increases in agricultural

production in the region. This implied that rural incomes and food availability also rose substantially. The figures

for the food crops are only for those sold to the parastatal (NMC) and do not include produce marketed through

unofficial channels. It has been estimated that NMC purchases only represented 25-35 per cent of the total
marketed peasant production.

Table 5.2. Marketed production of cotton and NMC purchases of food crops in Kigoma region (metric tons)

Crop Cotton Maize NMC Bean NMC Pigeon pea

Year marketed purchases purchases NMC purchases
quantity

1974/75 11 19 79

1975/76 1 102 52 23 23

1976/77 2 653 628 544 346

1977/78 2 917 872 1 317 436

1978/79 2 397 946 1 518 489

1979/80 2 473 481 2 440 922

1980/81 2 298 429 1 542 1 065

1981/82 1 432

1982/83 1 183

1983/84 1 395

1984/85 1 206
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As a result of the RIDEP programme, a demand for fertilizers and insecticides was created among, at least

some, of the Kigoma peasants. This enabled peasants to make use of fertilizers when they were made available

through other channels such as the Tanzanian Cotton Authority and the Regional Agricultural Office.

In education, primary school enrolment rose from 41,000 pupils (37 per cent) in 1972/73 to 114,900 in

1984/85. Significantly, the boy/girl ratio was approaching 1:1 by 1985 as opposed to a 3:2 ratio in 1972/73. The

project had no impact on adult education and it was unable to support the region in strengthening the teaching

of technical education in the primary schools.

Another important impact of RIDEP was its help in spreading brick-making technology throughout Kigoma.

The project had insisted that all school buildings it funded should be permanent. This meant them being

constructed using burnt or sun-dried bricks or cement blocks. The popularization of this technology had quickly

improved the housing standards of the villagers who had used grass or banana-leaf huts before villagization.

For health facilities, as can be seen from table 5.2 there was a marked growth. Although the number of

hospitals remained the same - five - the number of beds rose from 466 in 1974 to 579 in 1985. Overall, the

distribution of health facilities was better when compared with other regions of the country. However, their impact

in improving general health and dealing with debilitating diseases had been negligible. This was because of the

inadequacy of drugs and equipment as well as lack of appropriately trained personnel. This point underscores the

fact that facilities in themselves are not sufficient. They have to be complimented by adequate supplies, equipment

and personnel.

Although improvement in the water supplies took the second highest part of the budget after education, its

impact was minimal. However, the work was pioneering and provided a wealth of practical experience and

knowledge which proved valuable in designing future water supply schemes. For example, because of problems

with fuel and spare parts for diesel pumps, the NORAD experts who took over the implementation of the water

supply schemes adopted gravity fed schemes instead.

Equity: The criteria set for the selection of villages favoured the better-off. However, after four years, RIDEP

was forced to abandon these criteria. The inclusion of social services enabled the project to have a distributional
effect on the rural population.

The project was silent about the problems faced by special interest groups. However, loans were supposed

to be available for the purchase of maize mills and shelters which would have relieved the work of women in

preparing food from this crop. However, the blanket stoppage of loans by the bank curtailed this programme and

there was virtually no benefit to the women.

Originally, most of the population lived in the highlands away from the scourge of tsetse flies and sleeping
sickness. There was then an acute shortage of land. The resettlement into lower areas had removed this problem

but bush clearing was needed to control tsetse flies.

Institutional effectiveness: The RIDEP design had assigned all marketing functions to the Kigoma

Cooperative Union. After the Union was dissolved, the marketing functions were taken over by a number of

parastatals which brought the Kigoma peasants into the national market resulting in substantial increases of

marketed production. Later, when these public institutions defaulted on payments to the peasants, they sold their

produce in unofficial and parallel markets. Even after the reintroduction of the cooperative unions, things had not

substantially improved. The cooperatives were not able to pay cash to the farmers for their produce and

embezzlement, theft and mismanagement of funds were rampant. Most of these problems came from the inability

of the members to have control over the officials, especially those of the unions.

It is necessary that ordinary members control their unions and have the power to engage and dismiss

officials, including committee members. Smaller cooperative unions which had better contact with their members

would be preferred to the large regional ones which easily become unwieldy and distant from their members.
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At the village level there are the village councils and village assemblies. The village council is the government
of the village. Their effectiveness is limited by bureaucratic procedures which perpetuate top-down, rather than
bottom-up, communication.

The project had no system for articulating popular participation.

Sustainability: Sustainability has been taken as the capacity of the recipient regional authorities and
beneficiaries to sustain the gains achieved through the implementation of the various components of the project.

Available evidence showed that there was an impact on triggering development in Kigoma region, but ihere we>-e

also impediments to sustainability mainly because of resource constraints on the domestic front. This is a general

feature of such projects. Any gains and the continued implementation of left-overs are in jeopardy when external
sources of funds dry up.

Some project activities were sustained, such as the adoption and application of better farming practices and

technological packages and brick-making. Resettlement out of the highlands took pressure off these areas which

had started to be severely degraded. Some ecological improvement was gradually taking place but It needed more
support, particularly in the planting of trees.




